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50%  
FASTER 
COLLECTION OF TOTAL 
OUTSTANDING DEBT

 
4 WEEKS 
SHORTER 
DEVELOPMENT TIME

AUTOMATED MACHINE LEARNING  
IMPROVES OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY

BANK STREAMLINES  
COLLECTIONS WITH AI

Background
A multinational financial services company wanted to explore improving its collection rate  
and process but did not have the in-house talent it could dedicate to the project.

Challenge
With billions in assets and more than 25 million customers throughout the world, the bank  
needed to integrate new sources of highly granular credit data with historical data from a variety 
of structured sources and semi-structured. Their collections process lacked prescriptive analytics  
to optimize which loan they reached out to each day and through which channel. It was also 
having productivity issues and struggling to launch new credit products because of inflexible  
data transformation tools that couldn’t accommodate new variables.

Solution
Leveraging the Altair Data Science Team and the patented decision trees and strategy trees  
in Altair® Knowledge Studio®, the bank could access useful visual indicators of predictive behavior, 
which enabled its credit analysts to measure relationships between independent variables. 
The bank transfers their data every morning via SFTP and in minutes they receive the model’s 
recommendations in a format that easily loads into their CRM and dialer. Collection call center 
reps know exactly who to contact and work more efficiently by only calling people the model 
predicts are likely to respond. Additionally, the company used Knowledge Studio to apply 
business rules and create collections strategies that increased the rate of debt payments  
and improved operational efficiency. 
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Designed for people with different skillsets, the software’s visual approach to model 
construction maintains high levels of machine learning performance and prediction accuracy 
while making it easy for users to trust and understand how it generates predictions.
 
Knowledge Studio is part of Altair’s data analytics solutions, which include enterprise data 
preparation, data visualization, artificial intelligence, and machine learning. 

Results
The bank ran a 3-month proof of concept to put our team to the test. By implementing 
Knowledge Studio and leveraging the expertise of the Altair Data Science Team, the bank 
collected $5m more on 20% of their portfolio in 3 months than they did on their existing 
approach applied to 80% of the portfolio. The bank collected 50% of total outstanding 
debt by targeting 22% of delinquent customers and shortened model development time 
from seven weeks to three. The software’s optimization engine reduced operational costs 
by identifying the ideal collection channel. In addition, the bank could now identify which 
customers it should give credit to, and which customers were the most likely to repay their 
debts on time. 

Knowledge Studio also helped the bank streamline credit strategy processes and improve 
credit card debt collection results. 
 
To learn more, please visit altair.com/financial-services/
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